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Rationale
This project is designed as the introductory unit for high school sophomores in an English course
descriptively called World Literature, which features comparative multicultural narratives of
traditional and non-traditional forms. Beginning with this first unit, a norming framework to
approach lived religious experience will inform the reading of future texts in the year-long, twosemester course. The norming Lived Religions Framework is the theoretical underpinning of the
unit. Using the communities and practices of street artists as model, students will investigate
primary and secondary source documents to form an understanding of the methodologies from
which seek to comprehend the lived religious experience of graffiti. From this introductory unit
students will begin to gain insight into the multiplicity and variety of human religious experience.
Guiding students to begin from a place of empathy allows them to further investigate texts
describing spiritual experience. Initially developed for high school sophomores World Literature,
this framework is easily scalable for practical use in World History and International Baccalaureate
Language & Literature courses as well as movable up to post-secondary or down to middle school
level instruction.

Theoretical Background
A General Approach to Understanding the Lived Religions Framework
In order to establish an authentic academic point of entry into the study of lived religions, one
must first orient their general sociological understandings. This methodology is not a means of
determining true doctrine of correct practice, but rather a means to open a discourse in which all
varieties of spiritual practice can begin to be understood and approached from a place of empathy
and sincere consideration. To participate in an organized community, more often than not,

connotes the presence of some type of religiosity. Toward clarity, professor of Religion, William
E. Paden asserts that the comparative approach must have the following “cornerstones”:
(1) a respect for all religious facts as “phenomena” rather than as items that are
intrinsically true or false;
(2) the need to synthesize these facts through the analysis of patterns;
(3) the need to understand religious expressions in terms of their contexts; and
(4) underlying the whole enterprise, the need to identify what it is about religious facts
that make them religious (39).
Paden establishes a clear methodology in which one approaches the topic with openness for
consideration, that then moves to understand the presented facts and contextual expression in
order to identify the religiosity in the observations. In this mode, Paden echoes sociologist Émile
Durkheim, from the seminal text The Elementary Forms of Lived Religion: “There are no religions
that are false. All are true after their own fashion: All fulfill given conditions of human existence,
though in different ways” (2). If students are properly trained in this mode of thinking, they will first
explore any experience as having potentiality as religious, find patterns and contexts, and only
then identify the elements of which makes the particular practice a manifestation of spirituality.
In the same vein, historian Robert Orsi asserts “to study lived religion entails a fundamental
rethinking of what religion is and what it means to be ‘religious’. Religion is not only not sui generis,
distinct from other dimensions of experience called ‘profane’. Religion comes into being in an
ongoing, dynamic relationship with the realities of everyday life” (7, emphasis my own). Therefore,
as posited, religious experience, while often considered unquantifiable or indescribable, is in fact
well within the bounds of typified human experience and thus an extension of what is and can be
known by humans, distinct from being unfathomable and opaque. To this effect, Orsi outlines a
shift in paradigm. By viewing religious experience from this lens, one is transferred from narrowed
Christianized, Eurocentric understanding of ‘The Big Five’ (namely Judaism, Christianity,
Buddhism, Islam and Hindu Tradition) to a larger scale ability to first seek to understand any
variety of human experiences of spirituality as equally valid. This ongoing transformation of
understanding over time creates spaces in which Orsi goes on to suggest a framework for which
lived religious experience can be approached, toward a clearer understanding of this human
phenomenon.
This framework, through some reification, is the method in which students can come to
understand graffiti and street art as a means through which one can discern a specific and
quantifiable faith tradition, complete with artifacts, beliefs, dates, doctrine, artifacts, rituals and
saints. Ergo by further extrapolation, students implementing and mastering a framework for
understanding via a topic of lesser emotional charge than typical institutionalized religion permits
a moment of comprehension that can be then brought forth into understanding of other belief
systems in a more empirical and clinical manner.
For those who may find such positing problematic by reading any variety of human experience as
having blasphemous or derogatory undertones, one may wish to consider Paden’s assertion that

“religion has always been interpreted. Yet the horizons of these interpretations were seriously
confined” (37). It is by using this comparative practice that in fact the bounds of religiosity might
be further opened, instead of closed, contributing to a further legitimization of the practice and
experience of all religious occurrence. Therefore, this framework, while perhaps revolutionary,
seeks not to confine through comparison, but rather to amplify and extend validity. It is through
the openness of Paden’s Lived Religions framework coupled with Robert Orsi’s four tenets of
understanding religious practice that students will successfully apply a new honesty of
observational and analytical ability.
Before establishing these tenets, first, a clearer understanding of Orsi’s four-pronged paradigm is
necessary. His text is quoted liberally here, by means of clearly establishing his claims, before
shifting toward an interpretative approach of his suggestions for the foundation of this mode of
study:
“Four things are necessary to understand religious practice: (1) a sense of the range of
idiomatic possibility and limitation in a culture - the limits of what can be desired,
fantasized, imagined and felt; (2) an understanding of the knowledge of the body in the
culture, a clear sense of what has been embodied in the corporeality of the people who
participate in religious practices, what their tongues, skin, ears “know”; (3) an
understanding of the structures of social experience - marriage and kinship patterns, moral
and juridical responsibilities and expectations, the allocation of valued resources, and so
on; and (4) what sorts of characteristic tensions erupt within these particular structures”
(7).
In other words, to further explore lived religious practice one must understand:
1. the guiding boundaries of the practice
2. the physicality and mentality of the practice
3. the organizing orders (rites, traditions) within the practice
4. the potential sources of disjuncture within the practice
If one, as a researcher, accepts that religiosity can be examined in an open system of potentiality,
then after determining its validity through Paden’s cornerstones of comparative approach one can
then inquire into any system of practice and belief through Orsi’s four tenets, summarized directly
above.

Toward a Framework of Understanding the Lived Religion of Street Art
By way of exemplar, one by one, the four tenets of the Lived Religion Framework will be distilled
and connected to the urban arts communities below. This explicated application of this theoretical
framework to the practice of graffiti should function as a guide to the educator begin this work in
the classroom.

First: “the range of idiomatic possibility and limitation” - What is the vocabulary of the practice?
Within communities of street artists, and by extension those who document and examine this
movement, there is a plethora of characteristic phraseology, written and verbal interplay, as well
as means for dissemination of these peculiarities, primarily orally, however, more and more with
the advent the age of social media, through means such as Instagram, and also some genrespecific websites, zines and private listservs. Thus, a particular set of terminology develops from
graffiti arts. The Graffiti Dictionary from @149st provides a useful launching point for vocabulary,
such as “all-city”, “getting up”, “piece”, and so forth.
In basic forms of tagging and name writing, the name of the writer is the most sacred of all
production. An original tagger of New York City, CAY 161, remarks upon witnessing his name go
by on a train car: “The name is the faith of graffiti” (Mailer 79). Succinctly stated by a founder of
the movement, emblazoning one’s name in the streets is a founding principal in the practice and
participation of the act of graffiti. To place one’s name in the streets to profess one’s faith.

Figure 1: Profession of Faith
(Casablanca, Morocco, 2020)

Figure 2: Profession of Faith
(New York City, United States, 2019)

Figure 3: Profession of Faith
(Gozo, Malta, 2019)

Second: “a clear sense of what has been embodied in the corporeality of the people…what their
tongues, skin, ears, ‘know’” - What elements of physicality are involved in the practice?
When in a group setting and watching someone tag, paint or sticker, there is often a baited
breathless waiting that occurs, both out of respect for the concentration of the artist, as well as
the quiet reverence of those observing the output. In this manner, these moments of congregation
allow space for instances of spiritual experience. Artistic expression is undeniably tied to
experience of spirituality - historically, artists quip incessantly about something intangible but
specific that calls them to create, be it of their own mind, of a god or a muse.
Those who work in street mediums, through participation or observation, also learn to respect
method of creation, the quality and type of materials used therein, the strategy of placement and

the voice of the artist. The practice of noticing street art, and then the refinement of that gaze into
intuitive analysis and critique is perfected with repetition. From observation, one can glean a
sense of the modes and methods artists use and, in the case of street art, often gaze in wonder
at the tangibility of expression in places far up or seemingly inaccessible.

Third, “the structures of social experience”: What order or systems are present within the practice?
In his seminal article exploring the culture of graffiti, social critic Norman Mailer describes the
process of painting by a group of graffiti artists: “No one wrote for too little over another name, no
one was obscene - for that would have smashed the harmony. A communion took place over the
city in this plant growth of names” (88). Mailer’s description of painting as communion is important.
From the origins of the community, it is evident that there is a higher spirituality to the gathering
of people toward the same aesthetic goal.
Artists work often within crews, at studios that are gathering places, and sometimes within their
confines of their own personal studios. While there are solo painters/writers who are recognized
by their peers, if only through transmission of the traces left of the streets, the nature of the
practice lends to communality. Three loci of social experience should be examined as exemplum
to understand this practice as religious - the streets, the studio/creative space (solo or
collaborative), and in formalized gallery, museum or exhibition context.
In the streets, the social experience arises in several instances. Solo graffers work the streets
alone, but cannot escape contribution to a large social conversation. There is a dissemination of
respect/disrespect, acknowledgement and communication that come about by leaving one’s mark
in the street. In particular, there is a hierarchy in which one can place their tag, sticker or throwup which connotes either respect or disrespect, based on placement. Therefore, it is deemed
acceptable for one to spray paint over a marker written tag, but never to mark or paint over a
larger throwup or full-scale wall mural. Creative spaces allow groups of writers to gather,
collaborate and share knowledge with one another. It also is a place for those who work
independently to gain access to community. Finally, within gallery or museum contexts play host

Figure 4: Respected Hierarchy of Placement of Tags

Figure 5: Respected Hierarchy of
Placement of Stickers

to the most formalized and methodical participatory practice, adhering to the norms of behavior
while viewing art
Structure also exists even in the seeming anarchical chaos of the culture of honorable thievery
amongst vandals. One account considers: “What a doubling of the intensity of the artist’s choice
when you steal not only the cans but try for the colors you want, not only marker and the color the
width of the tip or the spout, and steal them in double amounts so you don't run out in the middle
of masterpiece” (Mailer 88). As one's mastery of the realm progresses, so does one’s ability to
manifest better personalized expression.
Street art is an egalitarian modality, open to any and all to participate. The aesthetic appreciation
and/or respect for this form may be questioned between one community to the next, however, the
overwhelming attitude is that those who create in (and for) the streets, and appreciate the streets,
are of a higher enlightenment than those who do not play or notice. For instance, when walking
down Bedford Avenue in Brooklyn, or strolling along 14th Street in Manhattan, one only must
open their eyes to become indoctrinated in gospel that is decked throughout the poles, buildings,
hydrants, et al. Participation is open to both those who appreciate, simply by noticing the
sometimes small and sometimes quite massive installations of expression, and/or also by
choosing a more participatory role, in congregation with the others of the community by leaving
one's own mark, be it on a sticker, a tag, a wheatpaste poster, or a mural.

Fourth, “what sorts of characteristic tensions erupt within these particular structures”: Where are
potential sources for disjuncture within the practice?
Violations of the prescribed rules of the street art create ruptures within communities, and
amongst crews, community kinships and studio spaces. Obviously, the rupture of outside forces,
usually legalistic in nature, also exist. Those without credibility who attempt participation, referred
to as Toys or Sellouts, are considered outside of the system and not worthy of inclusion. This is
a system that is policed internally amongst artists and choice of the consumers of the art.
Upon considering further places of tension, one may note that the streets are not viewed as a
place to express ultra-conservative or neo-Nazi politics, nor a home for evangelizing in the
traditional Christian sense, though these types of pieces do appear from time to time, usually to
be removed by the city and/or community members who will paint, mark or sticker over. In this
manner, those who violate the boundary of acceptable expression will experience limitation
through the same justice of the street life that allowed the expression to initially occur. The
boundary of limitation is nebulous and can be broken, but it is seemingly (and loosely) policed by
those same individuals who congregate and find commune with place and materiality.
To conclude, the rapid and prolific spread of graffiti around the world is a fine indicator of its appeal
to some sentiment inside humans. The participatory project draws in people from everywhere and
invites them to join. In his ever-apt observational style, Mailer closes his investigation into practice
of this form, noting:

Perhaps that is the unheard echo of the graffiti, the vibration of that profound discomfort it
arouses, as if the unheard music of its proclamation and/or its mess, the rapt intent
seething of its foliage, is the herald of some oncoming apocalypse less and less far away.
Graffiti lingers on our subway door as a memento of what it may well have been, our first
art of karma, as if indeed all the lives ever lived are sounding now like the bugles of
gathering armies across the unseen ridge. (158)
In capsule, when considered within this practical framework, one can see the clear through lines
connecting clear spirituality to the practice of street art.

Practicum – Lesson Plans
The following progression of lessons is recommended to introduce and establish the Lived
Religions framework in a high school classroom. As with the establishment of most pedagogical
methodologies, there is a small, but necessary amount, of front-loaded teaching with a courselong payoff.
After reviewing the theoretical background article above, the educator should compile a
presentation of the framework at the level of complexity and rigor appropriate for their classroom
population. For instance, the lecture provided for an IB Language & Literature course looks
different from the illustrated slideshow with Kahoot! check-in provided for sophomore World
Literature students. During the first iterations of using this unit in the classroom, sophomores
needed visual charts and lists, whereas high school seniors were eager to begin a theoretical
class dialogue about the proposition of this new framework.
Following opening lectures and discussion, students should view the seminal street art
documentary Wild Style (available to stream for free via YouTube or Tubi). Using a graphic
organizer in which the Orsi’s four tenets are placed in four boxes on the page, students will take
notes as they view the film, beginning to form their understanding of the way in which graffiti is
observed and participated in with a specific reverence, even from the days of its genesis.
After ensuring students understand the general idea of the way in which they can connect the
world of street art to the world of lived religion, they will be asked to demonstrate application and
understanding. As this methodology enlists those who voice opinion and expression in the
avenues it seems only appropriate that students will conduct their own field research to further
organize and produce meaning.
There are two ways in which students can conduct field research: in-person or virtually. The look
of the students’ field research will vary based on geographic location, budget and time constraints,
administrative approval and the richness of the street art scene in the region. However, there are
means to complete this work, in long or short form, regardless of the circumstance.
In an ideal scenario, in-person field research would be done via field trip with students deposited
in a predetermined area of a city - often an arts district or museum corridor. Armed with knowledge

from the pre-teaching phase, students will explore the specified confines with their cell phones,
collecting photo evidence of the lived religion of street expression. In areas where there is a low
occurrence of street art, in schools where administration may not be supportive or funding may
not be available, or instances of rural or suburban geographic distance the gift of the world wide
web becomes invaluable.
Instagram and online databases provide a wealth of visual content which can be collated for
student’s perusal. There are innumerable accounts on Instagram of galleries, artists, fans,
collectors, writers and so on, that can be viewed by geographic region and time period. Similarly,
Google Arts and Culture now showcases street art and street art collectives, such as
Graffitimundo in Buenos Aires, The Bushwick Collective in Brooklyn, and the East Side Gallery in
Berlin. Google Arts and Culture’s Street Art directory also provides virtual walking tours of many
regions or projects, proving a far greater global access than any one classroom could gain
independently. Both resources are equally fruitful, but each has different focus - while Google Arts
and Culture is more formalized in their presentation, Instagram by and large provides more current
installations and newer works.
Through this exercise, in person or online, with direction from the instructor, students will embark
upon an inquiry project of their own in which they will apply the frameworks from earlier in the unit
to their own research. Keeping thematically with the countercultural element of this unit, it is
suggested that students create their own inquiry zine as the summative assessment artifact of
their research and application.
Historically, zines, shorted from music fan magazine or “fanzine”, are non-institutionalized,
independently published focused on some element of marginalized culture. Typically, zines are
published in a short and limited run (such as 50, 100 or 500 copies distributed) and are often
traded second-hand amongst members of overlapping communities. Zines are fluid in form and
varied widely, from black and white to color; hand-copied to mechanical reproduction; collage to
illustration; digital to analog; print page to video zine. All forms are welcomed and encouraged.
Using the links provided in Suggested Further Reading/Additional Resources below can provide
students with some formative understanding, however, it is worth noting that in the classroom it
is advisable to only show two or three general examples in order to prevent students feeling bound
in to a particular presentation of the information. From a pedagogical stance, the creation of a
zine satisfies the activation of similar skill sets to that of a multi-modal project, wherein a student
presents research paper findings in a novel form beyond the five-paragraph essay. The beauty of
these type of projects resides in the synthesis of content knowledge while incorporating reading,
writing, listening and speaking throughout the span of the unit.
For the final unit summative assessment, students will create a zine presenting their application
of the lived religion framework to their exploration of the urban arts movement in their home
community or in the virtual communities they examined. Using the Orsi’s four principles, students
will identify the bounds, physicality, order and tension of the lived religious experience of street
art. Aside from establishing the protocol of the framework, in keeping with the spirit of this learning
exercise, students should be left with freedom of form and mode of expression. The projects will
culminate in a Zine swap, prior to teacher evaluation and student reflection to close the learning
cycle. Prior to the Zine Swap, the teacher will make arrangements to have an appropriate number

of copies of each physical zine and QR codes placards for digital zines. During the Zine Swap,
students will present their findings and share their work with one another - either by taking a copy
of Zines they enjoyed or scanning the QR codes to lock in the digital versions.
Final evaluation by the teacher should satisfy the needs of the school and district. If possible,
holistic grading with a basic rubric provides the most authentic evaluation. Students should
complete a personal reflection about the development of their understanding of the use of the
Lived Religions framework as well as their process and rationale for creation of their zine.
The completion of this unit of study signals the final phase of learning in which the Lived Religions
framework is applied forward through reading of texts throughout the school year. For instance,
students can apply this framework to understanding Islam while reading Marjane Satrapi’s
Persepolis or further contextualize the experiences of Judaism while reading Chaim Potok’s The
Chosen. Perhaps, most importantly, are the instances in which students will find experiences to
examine more closely, in their own life and in the lives of characters. These new and unique
applications of this initial work is veritably the most rewarding outcome in the classroom.

Index of Types of Graffiti Messaging – See Following Pages
By no means exhaustive, this collection of visual images on the following two pages
serves to illustrate some of the common themes found in the communication performed
through street art/graffiti. While merely suggestions, these photographs can be used as
a launching point for class discussions, research and personal field projects. All photos
provided via private collection of the author.

For information about the Religious Worlds of New York
summer institute for teachers, and more resources to enrich your teaching
on religious diversity, see: www.religiousworldsnyc.org.

Mediated Ethics and Political Commentaries

(re)Appropriated Iconography

Meditative Cues and Mantras
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